
CHECK-LIST OF LANGUAGES.

Araga, Pentecost Island. New Hebrides.

BougainvilU StraitSt Solomon Islands between
Bougainville and Choiseul Islands.

Bug.t Bugotu. Ysabel, Solomon Islands.

D. y., Duke of York Island, Bismarck Archi-

pelago.

Epii New Hebrides.

Esp. Sto., Espiritu Santo, New Hebrides.

Fate, New Hebrides (Efat€).

Foganif San Cristoval, Solomon Islands.

Fiji Islands,

Fl, Floriddt Solomon Islands.

Gilb., Gilbert Islands. Micronesia.

Haw.t Hawaii.
Lau, Malaita, Solomon Islands.

Maisin, Collingwood Bay, New Guinea.

Mal.t Malay.
Malaga, Malagasy, Madagascar.
Malaita, Solomon Islands.

MaUktUa, New Hebrides.

Malo, New Hebrides.

Mao.f Maori, New Zealand.

Marsh., Marshall Islands, Micronesia.

Mel., Melanesia.

Mota, Banks Islands (New Hebrides complex).

Motu, Gulf of Papua, New Guinea.

N. B„ New Britain. Bismarck Ardiipelago.

N. G.t New Guinea.
Nguna, New Hebrides.

Niuit Savage Islands, Polynesia.

Otnba, Lepers* Island, New Hebrides.

Pol., Polynesian.

Q„ Qaloto. Malaita, Solomon Islands.

5.» Sa*a, Malaita, Solomon Islands (see follow*

ing note).

5am.. Samoa. Polynesia.

San dr., San Cristoval, Solomon lalanda.

Ses., Sesake, New Hebrides.

Sol., Solomon Islands.

Sta. Cr., Santa Cruz, New Hebrides.

Tah., Tahiti, southeast Polynesia.

Tanna, New Hebrides.

Tcio, Malaita, Solomon Islands.

U., Ulawa, Contrariety Island, Solomon
Islands (see following note).

Vaiuranga, Guadalcanar, Solomon
Viti, the language of the Fiji Islands.

Wango, San Cristoval, Solomon I

Wedau, Bartle Bay. New Guine«-

NoTE.—^When S. or U. is found after words it is intended to maik tkst

word as peculiar to Sa'a or Ulawa resj>ectively;where no such notation appcvs

it is to be understood that the word is common to both languages.

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS.

adj., adjective.

adv.9 adverb.

art., article.

(£lu) marks a preposition as taking the suffixed

pronouns du, *o, d.

def., definite, definitive.

demonst.t demonstrative.

deierm., determinative.

excl., exclusive (of personal pronouns, exclud-

ing the person addressed).

exclam., exclamation.

genit., genitive.

gerund,, gerundive.

incU, inclusive (of personal pronouns, including

the person addressed).

interj.. Interjection.

inierr., interrogative.

(Jfett) marks a noun as taking the suffixed pro-

nouns ku, mu, na,

met., metaphorical.

metath,, metathesis.

meton,, metonymy.
n„ noun.
neg„ negative.

neut., neuter.

(Na) or {na, ni) marlcs a noim as taking the

suffixed pronoun in the third singular and
in the neuter only of the third plural.

obj,, object.

onomatop-t onomatopoetic
part., particle.

partic, participle.

pers,, person, personal.

pi., plural.

poss., possessive.

pr., pronoun,

pref., prefix.

prep., preposition.

prov., proverbial.

redup., reduplication, redaplicated.

sing., singular.

subj,, subject.

suff., suffix, suffixed.

term., termination.

ir„ transitive.

v., verb.

V. »., verb intransitive.

V, p., verbal particle.

V. tr., verb transitive.

voc, vocative.

M, A., Codrington's "Melanesian Anthro-

pology."
M, L„ Codrington's "Mrlnnrrian Languages."'

r. S. E. "Torres StraiU Expedition," vol. ill.



A BRIEF GRAMMAR OF SA'A AND ULAWA.

THE ALPHABET.

No letters are used in this dictionary with arbitrarily assigned values.

In all the books printed in the two languages for the use of native

readers two italic letters are used, n and m; n is printed for ng the palatal

nasal to which n frequently mutates, and m is printed for mw which
represents a lightly vocalized m. In this grammar and in the dictionary

these two letters are given in full as ng and mw which are to be under-

stood as representing those sounds of which the value has hitherto been

represented in Sa*a and Ulawa texts by the italic letters n and m.

The vowels are a, e, i, o, u, with the Italian sounds. All of these

vowels may be long or short, the long sound being represented by
doubling the vowel. Both Sa'a and Ulawa are fond of vowel sounds;

many words consist only of vowels. The habit of dropping certain

consonants is largely responsible for this excess of vowel sounds.

Closed syllables do not exist and every word ends with a vowel.

In Sa*a the vowel a in certain words changes to e when i or u or the

verbal particle ko precedes it; the vowel following this a is always

either i or «, this a is marked in the grammar and in the dictionary by
the employment of the dieresis, a. In many words where the differ-

ence between the Sa'a and Ulawa forms consists only of the change of

this a to e the Sa^a form is the only one recorded. This change of

vowel is known to the people of Ulawa, but they are not so careful

about its observance as are the people of Sa*a; in certain words they

change a to e where there is no preceding i or u, thus mdi hither, Sa^a

po^o mdi on this side, Ulawa po'o met. The change of vowel may be
made in Ulawa at the beginning of a word, but the genius of the lan-

guage is to refuse to make it at the end of the word; U. hdnua village,

i henua in the village, S. i henue^ but in Ulawa the addition of the

demonstrative ni causes the final a to change to e^ i henueni in that

village. The suffixed pronouns du of the first singular and d of the third

singular change in Sa*a to eu and e respectively after i or «, but Ulawa
does not observe this rule. In some words where Sa*a changes final e

to a Ulawa keeps to e; nike mother, S. nikana his mother, U. nikena.

The diphthongs are ae, ai, ao, au, ei, ou, as in sae^ maty haOy rauy meiy

hou, pronounced respectively as in the English words eye, iron, hour,

how, hey, oh.

The consonants are h; k; d, t; p, q; w; 1, r; s; m, mw, n, ng.

The k is hard and there is no g; where the Melanesian g occurs in

other languages, there is a decided break in the pronunciation of the

cognate word in Sa'a and Ulawa; e. g., Mota iga fish, Sa'a iV, Ulawa i^a.

Note.—^This grammar has been compiled from the larger separate grammars published by

the present writer,
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140 GRAMMAR OF SA*A AND ULAWA.

There is no preface of n in the sound of d, which holds of all the lan-

guages of Malaita and is in contrast with the principle of prefacing the

mutes with the nasal of their proper series which extends in Melanesia
as far as Fiji. The nearest English equivalent to the sound of d in

Sa'a and Ulawa is dr; before i d is sounded as ch in church.

To pronounce the t the tongue is pressed against the teeth and the

breath forced outward, the teeth being kept fairly close together, then

the tongue is relaxed and dropped and the breath escapes with an

explosive sound. Sa^a often prefers d where Ulawa has t.

The sound represented by q is pw and p and q are interchangeable in

certain words, e, g., fongiy qongi to promise. In some words Ulawa has

p where Sa*a prefers q, e* g., U. pitOy S. qito sprout.

The sounds of 1 and r are distinct, and both are trilled. There is a

change of 1 to n in Ulawa, i dalutna for i danuma in the middle, and Ulawa
at times has 1 where Sa^a has r, U. tataloha^ S. tataroha news, report.

In addition to the three nasals ng, n,in there is a variant upon the

labial nasal,mw a semivocalization of the clearm. The pronunciation

of the palatal nasal ng is that of ng in sing.

Beside the loss of the Melanesian g, as shown before, the t, 1, k and

h are likewise dropped in many words and the loss of the letter is shown
by a break in the pronunciation and indicated to the eye by the employ-

ment of inverted comma ^; *o*i to break, Fl. goti; *a^a green parrot, San
Cr. kaka. This break has not been marked in the books used by the

natives, but because of its importance in comparison of the languages it

has been indicated in this dictionary. In the reduplication of verbs

the inner consonant is often dropped in the former member of the dupli-

cated form and there is a corresponding break in the pronunciation;

Florida also drops the inner consonant in reduplication ,but one does

not hear any such break in the sound as in Sa*a and Ulawa.

Contractions are common, especially when the locative i is used;

lai for lae i, taH for ta^e i, ke'i for ke^u f, pe^e for peHe, sdune for sdunie

kill him.
ARTICLES.

Sa'a (a) Demonstrative Sing, nga^ meH^ miy hoi, hoUy hdi.

Plur. muiy muy mo,
(b) Personal a,

Ulawa (a) Demonstrative Sing, nga, mdsiy hoiy hoUy hdi,

Plur. mwaiy mwa, mo.
(b) Personal a.

I. In Sa*a nouns in the singular are used without an article, in Ulawa
there is a more frequent use of nga in the singular, and parts of the body
are preceded by nga, which is not the case in Sa*a. In Sa^a nga signi-

fies a or any and is used only in this sense. This detail is characteristic

of the language as a whole, Sa*a is far more particular in its usages and

is more highly specialized than Ulawa. Nga is used with the inter-

rogative tauy taha what, with ihei U. where, ngaihei who? The nouns

ini S., He U., both meaning one, are used with nga; ta^ena ngaini S.

ta'ana ngaile U. every one; laa U., a person, is preceded by nga.
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2. meH and mdsi denote a part, a piece; both also serve as diminu-

tives in either a depreciatory or an endearing sense, meH keni ten a

handmaid, mdsi mwane inau dear lad. The form mesi may be used even

when the preceding vowel is not i or w, mesi kaleku my child. Nga
and mwai may precede mdsi; nga mdsi taha what thing is it, mwai mesi

sae different minds,

3

.

mi is found with sala^ mi sala a piece of cloth.

4. hoi is used of things spherical in shape, hoi niu a coconut, hoi kue

a hen's egg, nga hoi tahani what fruit is that? Also in connection with

Other substantives naming objects not globular, hoi le a fish, hoi nemo

a rain squall.

hou is used more commonly in Ulawa, hoi hudi S., hou hudi U. a

banana; houhi a yam, hou pua an areca nut; but Sa'a has hou ^atea a

coconut water bottle, hou wei a bamboo water-carrier.

5. hdi in the sense of a, an, one, is used with certain words; hdi seulehi

an evening, hdidinge a day, hdi lama a pool, nga hdiwala a word, hdi

holaa a calm. In some places where Sa^a has hdi Ulawa uses hau;

hdidinge S., haudinga U. a day; and this hdi may be a contraction of hau

iy where i is the genitive and hau denotes a period of time.

6. maa eye or point is used with nga to indicate one, of sticks or

matches; also with the genitive z S. or ni U., maai laenga, a going (Ulawa

generally has nga preceding maa); ^olu maai qaoolanga three prayings.

7. mui^ mUy mwai^ mwa all show plurality; nga may be prefixed; mu
is the form commonly used in Sa^a, and, as is true of mtvay is always

used before a vowel or h; mo is used with words beginning with the

vowel 0, and is more commonly used in Sa'a than in Ulawa.

8. The personal article is a. This is used with all proper names, male

or female, native or foreign, and also with nouns expressing relationship

or kindred. Any common noun becomes by the use of the personal

article a a proper noun; a palopalo the priest, a meH wala the Word, a

porona the person, so-and-so. After the usage common to the Oceanic

family the employment of the personal article with the common noun

meaning thing supplies the locution for an indefinite personality, a ola

so-and-so.

NOUNS.

I. Nouns with possessive suffixes: Certain nouns take the suffixed

pronouns denoting the possessor. These are nouns denoting:

a. Parts of the body: maa eye, maamu your eye; nime hand, nimana

his hand; qd^u head, qd^uku my head.

b. Certain states or doings of men, life, death, speech, custom, goings

:

mae to die, maetana his death; wala word, walaku my word; lae to go,

laehana his journey.

c. Position, end, middle, top: ngengedena its end, danumeku my
waist, i hahona on top of it.
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d. All the words expressing relationship or kindred except those for

wife and husband and also mzvela S. *elekale U. child.

These nouns are marked in the dictionary with (ku). Certain of

this class are marked with («a, ni) which denotes that the pronoun is

suffixed only in the third person, and in the case of ni is used of things

only. In the case of the remaining nouns possession is denoted by the

addition of the ordinary personal pronouns.

2. Formation of nouns: Nouns which have a special termination

showing them to be nouns substantive are {a) verbal nouns, and {b)

independent nouns.

a. Verbal nouns are formed from verbs by the terminations nga^ tdy

lay laa, hd^ haa^ a: mae to die, maenga death, maeta death feast, maelaa

S. maeha U. sickness; sio to harm, si'ohaa evil plight; hatale to go along

the beach, hatalea, shore, coast.

The form Id generally denotes the gerundive and always has the

suffixed pronoun attached. Similarly hd generally denotes a gerundive

and is seldom used without the suffixed pronoun. In the dictionary

words ending in hd^ Idy tdy which are never used without a suffixed pro-

noun, have the hyphen attached.

There are certain adjectives to which the termination nga is attached,

diana good, diananga goodness; ^aela bad, ^aelanga badness, pdiiie

pdinanga badness; but it is probable that these adjectives are really

verbs. (See diana.)

b. Independent nouns: The only termination is na, and this is

(i) added to nouns which express relationship or kindred, and (2)

appears also to be attached to cardinal numerals to form ordinals.

1. Nouns so formed are always preceded by certain prefixes which

mark reciprocity of relationship or of kindred, wa, mway hdH^ the nu-

meral TO two, or the plural articles mu and mwa: nike mother, to hii'i

nikena mother and child, to hdH nikana ineu my wife and child; viu

mwa ^asine brethren.

2. Numerals: *olu three, *olune third.

As stated before, gerundives are formed by the addition of the suf-

fixed pronouns to forms in Idy hd, Tala^ae to begin, tala^aehana it-

beginning; ha^auri to save, ha^aurileku my savior. The third person

possessive is added to noun forms in hd: repo ripe, repohaana its old

age, maturity. To neuter verbs the suffix ni or H is added: horo tc

kill, horo'i v. tr., horo'ilana the killing of him, sdu to kill, sduni v. tr.,

sdunilada the killing of them.

In Ulawa certain nouns have double noun termination: weesi tc»

catch fish, zveesingaha fishing; alida to travel by sea, alidangaha a vo\

age; tale to be short of, talengaha a shortage.

3. Genitive relation: The genitive relation of nouns one to another

is efi^ected by the use of the preposition ni or the shorter form z, the

latter being used more commonly in Sa^a, mwane ni Sa*a a Sa*a man,

walo ni *a^ao a fishing-line, poloi haa a piece of money, 'u'ui he'u a star.
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Both of these forms are also used to denote purpose: noko deu ni lae

I am making to go, ^oke lae wai {wau i) leesie^ go and see it.

Other forms of the genitive are liy si: hdulihaney maaliholoy qffusi

henu€y tangisi hudi.

A genitive relation is also shown by the use of the suffixed pronoun
of the third person singular or plural in agreement with the idea

expressed in the second noun of the pair; i reune tala by the side of the

way, ulolada mditale the cry of the poor. The suffixed pronoun may be
used in the singular when the idea is collective or the second noun car-

ries the sense of totality, ilengine mu nume on the tops of the houses.

The ordinary possessive idea is shown by simple juxtaposition:

nima inau my house, ^usu ingcHe his dog.

The instrumental prefix i is common: kdu to hook, ikeu a hook for

gathering fruit; ddnu to bale, idenu a baler.

4. Plural: Definite plurality is marked by the presence of the arti-

cles muiy muy mwaiy mzoay used of both persons and things; nga may be

prefixed to these and the word hunger many, may be added: mu Hnonij

nga mu Hnoniy men, mwa hdnua hunga the crowd, everybody.

The numeral zvalu eight is used to express an indefinite number:
walu henue all the lands, walu malau all the islands, the world, zvalu-

tana ola S., waluteni ola U. every thing.

To a noun dhuta- denoting totality {dhu to be complete) the pro-

noun of the third person singular and of all persons in the plural is

suffixed in agreement with the noun: dhutana sapeku my whole body,

dhutana sapeda all their bodies, sapeda dhutada the bodies of them all,

dhutakaraH both of us, dhutamelu all of us.

To io^ohuu S. real, nga is suffixed and the personal pronoun na is

added: to'ohuungana nga ola^ the real thing, mu to^ohuungeH ola real

things.

To itei S. which, ta is suffixed and the personal pronoun na is added:

iteitana one, any. This is used only with the negative particles ka^a,

sa^a^ and thus comes to mean, no one, nothing: e ka^a iteitana nga meH
ola there is nothing at all. With this may be compared the use of

isei in Mota as the indefinite pronoun, some one.

A noun hike is used with the suffixed pronoun to express of, from

among; e ro ini hikada two men of them.

Two nouns, mwai U. mwei S. and keiy are used with the adjective

tata'ala or with its short form ta'a to express an endearing or a commis-

erating sense; mwaiy mwei being used of men, kei of women: mwai
tata^ala inau my poor fellow, kei tda pdine dear lady.

Sa*a has a plural in maeni which is generally used in the vocative:

maeni ^inoni sirs, maeni mwela children.

In mwela child the plural is formed by reduplication, mwemwela S.

children,

A unit is expressed in Sa*a by 'ata: ^enite *ata how many, V to *ata

two.
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Certain nouns meaning one, ite U., He U., *eta S., ini S., are used with

or without ngay and with nga mu or nga mzva: ngaite ola a different

thing, ta mat ngaile give me one, nga mwaite Hnoni certain persons, nga

mwaile some, nga^eta Hnoni another, a different man, nga muini some.

Alai U., ala U., alei S. is used as a noun of multitude: alai Mwado'a
you people of Mwado'a, alaile inau my people, ala mzvane you men,

alei Hnoni you people, alei ola the persons, alei saanau the young men.

The word ngdu is used familiarly to children of each sex as a voca-

tive: TO ngdu you two children.

5. There is no grammatical gender: The words ww;^w^ male, ^i?m and

qaqa female, are added when the noun does not carry a sex distinction.

6. Relationship or kindred: With the two exceptions of mama'ay

ma*a father and nike mother in vocative employment, the nouns of

relationship are always used:

a. With a suffixed pronoun, ^asiku my brother, never ^asi;

b. With the termination nd and with a reciprocal prefix hd^i ox mzva:

TO hdH nikana mother and child, ro mzva *adine brethren, mu mwa^asine

brothers.

The terms mama*a father and teitei in the vocative are addressed by
the parent hypocoristically to the boy or girl.

The word denoting friend is always used with the suffixed pronoun,

malahuku my friend, to hdH malahune the two friends.

PRONOUNS.

According as they are employed, pronouns may be classified as,

(a) those used as the subject or object of a verb; (b) those suffixed to

a verb or to a preposition as objects; (c) those suffixed to nouns

substantive.

A. PRONOUNS USED AS SUBJECT OR OBJECT OF A VERB.
Sa'a. Ulawa.

Singular: Singular:

1. ineUy nou, no, m, i. inaUy nau, na, ne.

2, i*oe, *o. 2. i*oft *o.

S' ing/ie, nge*u^ ing€*iy nge't, ^. {nge^ia, ngf*ia, ngf, e,

nge, e.

Dual: Dual:

Inclusive: i. ikutey kuu. Inclusive: i. ikaraUf kara'i, ikaray kofa.

Exclusive: l. i^emefe*iy *emere*iy 'emeru'fy Exclusive: i. i*rmfrr*i/etneu% merf'umeu,
meru'ef frure'ty mfte.

2. i*ofnoro*i, *omoro* tf moroUy 2. i*omoro*if 'otnoro*i, moro't,

moro, i^omoru'fy 'omoru'fy moro.

3. ikirtru*^, kireru*e, kereru*e. 3. ikoroU, koro'i, koro.

Plural: Plural:

Inclusive: i. iki% ki*f, ikolu, kolu. Inclusive: i. ikVa, ki'a, ika'fluy ka'flu.

Exclusive: i. iVwi, Vmi, Vemelu, *etneluy Exclusive: i. i^amiy *ami, i^emeluy ^emelu,

melu, melu.

2. i*omUy *omUy i'omolu, 'omoluy 2. i*amut *amu, i'omoluy 'omoluy

molu, molu,

3, ikire, kire, ikira*eluy kira*elu, 3. ikireHy tkira, kiray ikifa^du,

kira*rlu, kelu, kilu.

I. The use of the initial i gives distinctness and force. The forms

beginning with i are never used by themselves as the subject, but are
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always accompanied by the shorter forms without i, these latter are

used as subject. Similarly ingeHe is always followed by e.

2. The forms in the singular are never used as the object of a verb or

of a preposition with the single exceptionof*o. Forms without tare used

in the dual and plural first and second persons as the object of a verb.

3. The forms no and ne are used with the verbal particles of the same
vowel facies, no with ko of general time, ne with ke and ke'i of future

time, na with *a of general time, and m with V future.

4. Nge is used before proper names, and the personal article a

coalesces, ngea Awao e lae Awao has gone. It is also used in phrases:

so nge well then, nge ni ^oto that is it, e mae nge he is done for now.

5. E is used as the subject of a verb. It is also used following the

longer forms for the sake of emphasis: inge^ie nge^ie e ^unue he said it.

It is equivalent also to there is, it is: ^ madoro it is hot, e gale ola there

is nothing. It follows a noun as a secondary subject: nemo e nemo

the rain rains, mwa hdnua e tutu the people came together; similarly

it may follow a pronoun, kuatei e lae who went?

6. The forms in -lu denote a more restricted number of persons,

but they are not used to form a trinal number. Sa*a is more careful

than Ulawa in the proper use of these different forms.

7. The pronouns of the third person singular and plural may be used

ofimpersonal or of inanimate objects. Kire is used to form a passive:

kxTe ^unue it has been said, lit. they have said it, mu tV kiTe hahiH *oto

have the fish been cooked? KxTe followed by the personal article a

and ola thing or a proper name is used also to denote a company or

party: kxTaa ola^ So-and-so's party, ktTaa DoTa Dora's people.

8. The forms in i are used to denote possession: poo ineu my pig,

'elekale i*emeTe'i the child of us two, pOTO ingeHe her husband, hu^e i'oe

thy wife.

9. A chief or person of importance is always addressed in the dual,

moTO or molu; and a mother, either by herself or with her child, is

addressed as moro,

B. PRONOUNS SUFFIXED TO VERBS OR TO PREPOSITIONS AS OBJECT.

Sa'a.
^

Ulawa.
Singular: Singular:

1. an. I. au,

2. *o. 2. *0.

3. a. 3- ^•

Dual: Dual:

Inclusive: i. kurf. Inclusive: i. kara'i, kara.

Exclusive: i. *efMre*iy*fmfru*£ymere*iymere. Exclusive: I. *ei^iere'i, mere' i, mere.

2. *omoro*iy moroHy moro. 2. *omofo*u moroHj moro*

3. rJVttV, rdru*i, 3* raru*ay raru'i.

Plural: Plural:

Inclusive: i. ki*eykolu. Inclusive: i. kVa^ka'elu,

Exclusive: i. Vwi, melu. Exclusive: I. *amt, mdu.
2. 'owtt, *oinolu, molu, 2. amu, *omoluy molu,

3. rd, ra*du, *u 3- ''«» ra'elut *u

Examples of usage are: noko leesio I see thee, e ^unue hunieu he told

me. When the verb ends in a and au is suffixed only one a is sounded.
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The form a is suflSxed to a transitive verb as an anticipatory object:

nou ka^a leesie nga *inoni I did not see-him a person, melu helesie ^oto

mu ola we have done-it the things.

The forms dj rd may be used of inanimate or impersonal objects.

The form *t is used in place of rd when things and not persons are

the object of the verb: lae wau hunii go and fetch them.

C. PRONOUNS SUFFIXED TO NOUNS OR TO VERBAL NOUNS USED AS PREP-
OSITIONS, OR TO GERUNDIVES.

Sa'a. Ulawa.
Singular:
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3. nd is suffixed to nouns and pronouns and to certain adverbs to

give point and directness, its use is more common in Sa'a than inUlawa:
mwalana the people; a mwaend that person, mo ola ^oko qaoH ne the

things that thou doest; ta^aune over there, urine^ urinena thus, in that

manner.

Na is also used after the negatives haike^ qa^ikcy haSke nuy ha^ke ena

no, not that; and after ^otOy inge^i ^oto na that is it.

E. INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS.

The words used are tei who; taa S., taha U., what. The personal

article a makes atei who (singular) kiratei plural. Both of these words
are nouns,

1

.

atei is used for whose, ola atei whose thing, atei ola He to whom does

this belong? Tei stands for the name of the person and atei means,
what is the name? atei moro lae mat who came with you? The demon-
strative ni may be added: atei ni satamu what (who) is your name?

In Sa*a atei has an indefinite use, atei e manataHnie who knows!
2. With taay taha, the definite article nga is used; nga taa, nga ola

taay nga taha what? The demonstrative ni may be added; nga taa ni

e *unue what said he? Taa, taha, may mean of what sort? hoi i^a

tahani 'wh^.t sort offish? With the adverb tiri thus taa, taha, make
uritaay uritaha of what sort? how? in what way? In Ulawa assent is

shown by taha with *otOy a particle denoting completed action; ingeHa

tahato '0 ^unueni it is as you have said.

3. In Ulawa the interrogative adverb ihei is used as a pronoun:

nga mwane ihei ni what man ? ngaihei nizveu who is that there ? When
the question is which or where of two things Sa*a uses itei and Ulawa
ihei: 'oka sare ngdu itei what (where) will you eat? In Sa'a nge is

prefixed to itei: ngeitei mwane what man? ngeitei Woa what spirit?

F. INDEFINITE PRONOUNS.

The uses of inx, ^eta S., He, ite U., one, have been dealt with under

nouns. With the exception of He these words prefixed by ngUy nga muy
•nga mwaiy are used as signifying some, other, different.

1. Hdlu means some. In Sa*a the genitive i is suffixed: nga mu
helui Hnoni S., nga mwa hdlu 'inoni U., some men. The pronoun na
may be suffixed: hdluna ngainiy hdluna ngaile one here and there.

2. 7;H/^wflisusedinSa*awith the negative particle ka^a as meaning
no one: e ka^a iteitana ngaini there is no one.

3. Taenay ta^eta^ena S., tdanay tc^atdana U., mean every: ta^ena

ngaini every person. Ola thing and le^u S. lehu U. are used in the

sense of any: nou ka^a to'oana nga le^u I have not anything, e ta nga

lehu ana he took some of it.

4. Mwamwanga S. manganga U. are used with iniy He, to express the

sense of a few: mtvamwangaini e saaie only a few know it.
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G. RELATIVE PRONOUNS.

There are no relative pronouns. Their place is supplied by various

locutions.

1, The suffixed pronoun: ineu *ie kite usunge^inieu met I am he whom
they sent. The addition of the demonstratives na S. ni U. serves to

make the meaning clearer: inge'ie a porona kite ko *unue he is the person

whom they speak of.

2. By the use of a coordinate clause : Vemi *ie mwala e tdhangie 'asi we
are the people who came through the sea.

H. POSSESSIVES.

There are three possessives in Sa'a and Ulawa.

I. The first is used only of things to eat and drink, with the stem *a

to which the pronouns are suffixed. In the first and second person

singular V S. *a U. is added, and this V or ^a is replaced by 'f when
several things are in view for one person to eat.

Sa'a. Ulawa.

Singular: Singular:
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(on) you? *o ta ana atei from whom did you get it? e tono ana wdi
inihou he drank of this water. This possessive is also used

—

a. as the object of certain verbs to which the pronoun is not suffixed

:

nou hiiwala^imoli ana I believed him.

h. when the object is separated from a transitive verb: e ha^araH

mumuni ana he called him secretly. In cases where a verb has been

rendered transitive by the addition of a suffix this suffix is omitted when
the third possessive is used, owing to the object being separated from
the verb: horo to beat, horoH transitive, kire ko horo tata^ala aku they
beat me unmercifully. Certain verbs also employ this possessive as

the object instead of using the suffixed pronoun. C/. to'o 2.

c. to show certain differences of meaning: e ere aku he forbade me,
e ere naku^e he spoke for my benefit; e dolosieu he asked my name, e

dolosie aku he asked me about it; also idiomatically ha^ataHnie aku show
it to me. The adjective ^aho^ay apart from, is followed by this posses-

sive, *aho^a aku apart from me. So also is the preposition liuta'a S.

liutaha U. beyond: e lae liuta^aku he went beyond me.

d, in the third person plural dni is used of things: mu maholo dni the

times for them, ne'isae pdinadni think much of them. C/. dni 2.

ADJECTIVES.

1. Words which are qualifying terms may also be used in the form of

verbs, but some may be used without verbal particles, following the

qualified word : poro pdine big man, ^elekale haora small child.

2. Some words have a form which is only used of adjectives, either of

termination or of prefix.

a. Adjectival terminations are ^dy Idy la^ay tdy tday of which *d and

Id are suffixed to nouns as well as to verbs but the others are suffixed to

verbs only.

^d: sane white ant sane^d infested with ants. An intensification of

meaning is given to certain adjectives by doubling the first syllable or

the first two syllables and by suffixing ^d: manola pure, manomanola*a

very pure, diena good, didiena^d very good.

^ala: sasu to smoke, sasu^ala smoky.

Id: *usu a dogy^usule possessing dogs, kohi to be beautiful, kohikohild

beautiful.

ta: taHngelu with one accord, taHngelute all together.

la^a: mae to be sick, mamaela^a weakly, sickly.

ta^a: repa to be curved, rerepataa curved.

h. Adjectival prefixes are ma, mway mahy taka^ tatay toto.

The prefixes ma and mzva are common in words which may fairly be

called adjectives; like mala they show condition and are prefixed to

verbs : 'o'i to break, ma^o^i broken, hiohio to bend, mzvahiohio swayed by
the wind, keke side, malakeke on one side.

^a is prefixed to verbs and forms participles; Idngu to pluck up, *aldngu

detached, hdli to break, ^ahdli broken ofF.
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taka denotes spontaneity: luhe to loose, takaluhe come adrift.

tatUy toto denote condition: ^(f/t^ to roll, tataqeluqelu headlong, qiniwety

totoqini soaked.

3. Comparison: Degrees of comparison are shown by the use of

prepositions or adverbs, or by a simple positive statement. The prepo-

sitions used are mwaani from, which always has the suffixed pronoun,
and litita'a S. liutaha U. beyond, in excess, which is followed by the

third possessive.

The adverbs employed are kele S., ^ele U., walawala U., wa^ewa^e U.,

hi^to'o S., haahuu^ei S., ha^ahuu'ani U.
A positive statement carries comparison by implication: He nihou e

dienay He nizveu e *aela this is good, that is bad, i, e,y this is better than
that; inihou e diena this is best.

VERBS.

Almost any word may be used as a verb by prefixing the verbal par-

ticles, but some words are naturally verbs as being the names of actions

and not things. There are also verbs which have special forms as such

by means of a prefix or termination. Verbal particles precede the verb,

they have a temporal force.

1. The verbal particles are koy key keH S.; *«, V, ^anaH U, The par-

ticles are written apart from the verb, but the speakers like to join them
to the governing pronouns of the first and second persons singular, and
the ^a of ^anai is joined in the same way.

a. The use of ko S. ^a U. marks the time as present, but only in so far

as the action is not regarded as past or future. The time having been

shown to be past ko and 'a take up the narrative, and the illative si may
be added. After ko the vowel a in certain words changes to e as it does

after a preceding i or u. The illative si may replace ko.

b. ke expresses a certain amount of futurity in the action, keH is used

of the definite future; ^e conveys the sense of let, as also does ke; V and

ke are also used following a negative, e kaa ola neke manata'inie I know
nothing.

The adverb muni U. to, in order that, is used as a subjunctive or

optative and is followed by 'e; muni 'e contracts to mwnV, and similar

contractions occur with the pronouns kira and ka^elu when followed

byV.
c. ^anaH U. denotes the time as more or less future, the illative si

may be added.

No particle is used when the time is past, but ^oto and kau follow the

verb to denote a preterite. For the imperative no particle is employed.

2. Times and moods: A subjunctive is formed by ana if, when, used

in Sa'a with ko or key in Ulawa with *a, Kosi by itself also denotes the

subjunctive.

Conditional affirmation is expressed by ha'alaa S. tdume'iy muneHU.
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Mune^i U. and haro S. denote subsequence of action, the particles 'a

or ko precede them.

The illative is si and means then, thereupon, in that case, following

on, for the first time; the verbal particles koy ksy *^, ^anaH may precede it.

The particle kd^u follows the verb: {a) it denotes a preterite, {h) it

gives a sense of incompleteness to the action described, {c) it mitigates

the directness or harshness of a request or of a command.
3. Negative particles: The foregoing particles are not used in nega-

tive sentences. The negative particles are ka^a^ sda S.; qa^ike^ qakcy

qaHy qahy sVe^ si U.
a. Of these ka^a^ qaHke^ qake, qa*iy qale may be used either of present

or past time.

b. sa^dy si'e are used of future time, and si^e and si are used as strong

dehortatives.

f . A negative imperative is used with mwane lest, and with the dehor-

tative su^uri don't. In Ulawa the particle *e may be added after the

subject. Both su^uri S. and si*e U. are used in negative conditional

sentences. In Sa*a the particle ke is used preceding jw'wn, but it is not

used before mwane*
d. The genitives niy t, are used to denote purpose.

4. Suffixes to verbs: There are certain terminations which, when
suffixed to neuter verbs or to verbs active in only a general way, make
them definitely transitive, or determine their action upon some object.

These are of two forms

:

a, A consonant with i: hiy liy miy niy ngiy siy or H by itself; e, g,,

tonohiy potaliy ddumiy raangiy maesiy hoa^i.

A less common suffix is na: aruy arana; this suffix may possibly be

the ending of the word diana good or of pdina big, to each of which
words the suffix is added.

h. The termination dH which is suffixed by itself to nouns to convert

them into verbs, sato satodH, The forms in H and dH are also used

intransitively: pele by mischance, peleH by mischance, *olo*oloai to

stagger. When d'i is suffixed to verbs the genitive ni is also added;

su*Uy su*ue*ini; and dHni forms a transitive suffix. To this form dHni

the consonants A, /, m, n, «g, r, t are prefixed; e. g,y *urihe*iniy taheldHniy

onomdHniy loond'iniy hVingeHniy sikerdHniy papatdHnu

c. When the object is separated from the verb the suffixes *iy hiy etc.,

are omitted and the third possessive is used as the object.

d. When the verb is used intransitively the ni of the compound
suffix is dropped.

e. Certain participles are formed from verbs by the addition of the

compound suffixes, ni being omitted; e. g., oromaHy rdputeHy luhetaHy

moute'i. The compound suffix without ni is used intransitively, ta^ey

ta'ela^i.

Some verbs take both forms of the suffix: rdpUy rdpusiy rdpute^ini;

^ahy ^alamiy *alamd*ini; sikiy sikihiy sikihe^inu
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/. The syllabic suffix ha^ini is used with certain verbs as meaning
with: olo to swim, oloha'ini to swim with a thing.

5. Prefixes to verbs: These are causative and reciprocal.

The causative is ha^a; it may be prefixed to almost any word, and it

may be used with verbs which have a transitive suffix.

The reciprocal is hd'i. This sometimes denotes repetition or contin-

uance of an action. With the addition of the adverb lo^u again, hdH
denotes a change or an addition. In hdH'aniasi to have compassionate
feelings hdH is comparable to Florida vet in veiarovi to take pity on.

6. Passive: The passive is expressed by the use of the third personal

pronoun plural kite S. kira U. as subject with the verb and the adverb
^oto already; kircy kiruy are also used impersonally.

The gerundive is used with the verb lae^ to go, in expression of the

passive: sdunilana e lae 'oto his being killed. This usage is more com-
mon in Sa*a. The force of the gerundive is either active or passive.

7. Reflexive verbs: The word maraa- with suffixed pronouns denotes

reflexive action: e sdunie maraana he killed himself.

8. Reduplication: Verbs are reduplicated in three ways. There is no
difference among the various forms beyond an intensification. In the dic-

tionary the reduplicated form is presented under the entry of the stem.

a. By repetition of the first syllable or of the first two syllables:

suluy susulu; qdnioy qdniqenio,

b. By repetition of the whole word : dsUy dsuesu.

€, By repetition of the whole word with the omission in the former
member of the inner consonant: domuy dd^udomu. This is found only
in Sa*a. In Ulawa there is also a repetition of the first syllable with
the addition <of euphonic i:jajw,jatj<fj'tt. ^ ^^ t. :;f^v

ADVERBS.

There are pure adverbs in Sa*a and Ulawa, but many words used as

adverbs are truly nouns and others are verbs, adjectives also may be

used in this employment.

The locative i is used with adverbs of place and time and it precedes

every place name. The demonstrative nd S. ni U. is suffixed.

Place where is regarded as place whence, after the habit of the usual

Melanesian idiom; *urei standing at, has the force of from.

PREPOSITIONS.

Simple prepositions:

Locative, 1. Instrumental, ana^ dni. eni S.
^ ^ ^

Causation, haaki. Relation, atw, ani, eni S., feH S., mdi U., kike^ sir-, saa~ S.

Motion to, iakoH S., tale U., isuUy *oki. Genitive, «t, t.

Motion from, mwaani. Position, parasi, U., sisinge S., hora U.| konosi, dhu'u

Dative, huni S., mutti U.

The locative i is seen compounded in iteiy ihei where.

With the exception of the locative, the instrumental, and the geni-

tive all the foregoing prepositions are used with a suffixed pronoun.
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Of the two instrumental prepositions ana is the ordinary one, denot-

ing with. When the noun denoting the instrument is not preceded by
an article, or when the noun is used in a general sense, dni is used in the

place of ana: lae ant tola to go by canoe, dni eu with music, ana nga

taa why, dni taa with what things. Ana also denotes at, in, place

where, from among; dni is also used as neuter plural, from among, da

nga muini eni take some of them. Ana denotes the actual instru-

ment, dni denotes the method of action: sdunie dni noma kill him
spear-wise. In Sa'a dni is used in the composition of nouns, supi

eni heu a stone club.

From meaning at saa-^ sie- comes to have the meaning of motion to.

Cf. ^ure,

2. Compound: These are mostly nouns used with the locative; the

pronoun is suffixed as the actual object, or as anticipatory object when
a noun follows: i haho above; i haha S., i oroha- U., below; i lengi

on top, above; i keke U., by the side of, beside; i la'o-, i lalo within.

Some are constructed from verbal nouns to which the suffixed pro-

noun is always added: ^oliteku in my place, in place of me; honotana

on his behalf.

Certain verbs are used as prepositions: loosi to await, karaSni near

to, ha^atauli far from.

CONJUNCTIONS.
Copulative, na. Disjunctive, tva.

Adversative iaV, ta*e peHni S,, ta'a^ Conditional, ana,

na ta'a U. Illative, W.
Connective, *oto.

A mark of quotation is uri. Neither .... nor is expressed by a

negative followed by wa. The reason for an objection is introduced

by wa uri. Until is hula ana or lai hula ana. Saro shows consecu-

tiveness of action.

NUMERALSr

The numerical system is decimal, all numbers above the tens are

expressed in tens.

The cardinals are:

I.
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To express units above ten mwana S,, mana U., is employed; four-

teen awala mwana hai. An incomplete tally is expressed by da'adala.

Special words are used as nouns for tens of different things: aulu lo

coconuts, dideri lo parrot-fish, hike lo garfish, walo pasa lo flying-fish^

zoalo lO native moneys.

Tangalau is lOO. The sum above the hundred is expressed by
mwana S., mana U.; tangalau e hai awala mwana hai 144. A word peH
S., mdi U., with, in addition to, may be used following tangalau.

Occasionally the tens over one hundred are expressed simply as units:

tangalau mwana ^eta may mean one hundred and ten.

Special words are used for hundreds of various things: nao 100

yams, alo 100 taro, le 100 porpoise teeth, suli hata 40 dogs* teeth,

totola 400 dogs' teeth.

Sinola is 1,000; this is used correctly of yams; qela 1,000 coconuts.

Mola signifies a countless number when used of men, molai uhi

10,000 yams, molai hui 10,000 taro, raui helu S., ^apai niu U., io,ooa

coconuts.

2. Ordinals: The cardinals with a substantival termination nd form

ordinals.

First, *etana. Fourth, haine S., kaina U. Seventh, hiune S., kiuna U.
Second, ruana. Fifth, liinana. Eighth, walune S., tvaluna U.
Third, ^olurn S., 'oluna U. Sixth, onona. Ninth, siwana.

Ordinals precede the noun: ruana nga mwane the second man.
Ordinals are used to express the number of times: ruana kira ^asi

soea they asked him a second time.

Tenth is expressed by tangahulu ana; the twelfth day awalai he^idinge

mwana ruana; one hundred and twenty-first tangalau V ro awala mwana
^etana,

*Enite how many is used with the substantival termination na:

'enitana what number, howmanyeth.

3

,

Multiplicatives are formed with the causative ha^a: ha'arue

twice, ha^atangalau a hundred times; hduta^aH S., hduta^e U., once.

The word ta^e is used as a kind of descriptive prefix with the cardinals

ta^ey 'oluy hai, and with ^enite, when the holding capacity of a canoe is

in question.
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